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In accordance with the requirements of the London County Council—
(i) The public may leave at the end of the performance] or exhibition by all exit doors
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PROGRAMME.

Analytical Notes by W. McNAUGHT.
[Author's Copyright]

'Tragic' Overture, Op. 81 - - - Brahms
This is a companion work to the ' Students' Festival ' Overture,

Op. 80. We have Brahms's word that it was inspired by no par¬
ticular tragedy, and we have a hint that he did not greatly esteem
the work. After composing it he was still in doubt whether to call
it a ' Tragic ' or a ' Dramatic ' Overture.

He chose the better title, for ' dramatic ' merely sets up a

stage, while ' tragic ' speaks of the mind, and this is music of mood
more than of action. Tragedy is a presence rather than a fact.
In all the variations of theme and rhythm and impulse there is a

thought of the dark relentless force that drives the dooms of men.
The Overture gives us the mental colour of this thought.

After the two strokes that rap open the curtain comes a melody
in which we may hear, if we like, the austere, passionless voice of
the tragic muse :—



in each of these quotations is a bare fifth, A-E, a bleak, monitory
sound that lacks the human warmth of a complete chord. This is
one of the musical lineaments of the Overture.

The melody itself is one of the chief themes. It pervades the
opening pages, it is dwelt upon in the middle reaches of the music,
and it is brought out forcibly at the end.

There is also a gentler-voiced melody in a major key, in tone
of pathos and hope.

Another of the principal themes is one of abrupt, declamatory
rhythms.

Yet another is expanded in a long central episode, where the
music seems to change its demeanour and to hint at actualities.
The beat steadies down, and the melody suggests the movement of
a procession ; some memory takes possession of the brooding mind
and holds it for a while.

Such are the chief components of the music. They form a

design of which the fabric is more important than the mensurable
parts. It is a unified fabric of a cloudy hue that does not serve the
popular mode. The Overture has never had a vogue.
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Concerto in G major, Op. 58 - Beethoven
MEECIO HORSZOWSKI

There are two Beethovens, each visible to a party of his
admirers, and distinguished by their praise. The one speaks in
oracles, as prophet to mankind. The other talks in confidences,
as man to man. The one wrote the ' Emperor ' Concerto, No. 5,
in E flat. The other wrote this Fourth Concerto, in G, which, true
to character, wears no title. Whoever should enthrone one of
these Concertos is apt to be branded by the partizans of the other
as no judge of Beethoven. This being a meeting called in favour
of Concerto No. 4, the party voice may be allowed a hearing. It
declares that there is more music in a page of the G major than in a
quire of the ' Emperor.' What appeals to the Fourth Concerto
temperament—and there is room for many temperaments in
Beethoven-worship—is that when the composer of this work
announces an idea he does not at the same time announce the

importance of it. That is the relish with which listening should
be done to-night.

I. Allegro moderato.
The beginning is typical. The piano casually proposes a

subject :—

and the orchestra casually takes it up in another key. The kernel
of the matter is the motif of quavers, for its offshoots are to be
found on almost every page of the movement. The orchestra takes
it up at once :—

It will be heard in a remote part of the movement, in a remote key,
as a bass :—

para

P

It brings in an early melody, during the first orchestral passage :—



It is in the first notes of the pianist's re-entry :—

In fact, it is here, there and everywhere with its artless commenting,
and it helps to impart a sense of ingenuousness to the whole move¬
ment.

Of other melodies there are two that have been put down as
the ' second subject.' One of them, which arrives early,—

performs a second-subject function to the opening orchestral
passage only ; and the other, played much later by the strings,—

is second subject to the movement as a whole.
Beethoven spins out his music at leisure, doing ample courtesy

to the principal performer, and it is fresh and winning music all the
way.

II. Andante con moto.

This is a character piece—a dialogue between one who com¬
mands and one who pleads. Picturesque clues have been offered,
one of which makes the orchestral strings an ogre and the pianist
a captive maiden. Is the orchestral part so malevolent ? An
alternative is offered for consideration : the orchestra is a Father
Confessor, stern in reprimand, but kindly and encouraging, and the
pianist is a tearful penitent, learning to be a better girl.

III. Rondo.

The spirit of comedy trips in quietly. The tune that heralds
her entrance has humour in its rhythm and something like a joke
in its key. It pretends to be in C,* and then turns out after all to
be in G. The best part of it is its tail :—-

* This is no freak, hut, as the music goes, a natural process* To pass
from E minor to G major the chord of C offers the readiest bridge.
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This will frequently be detected by sharp ears in the accom¬
paniment to decorative passages by the pianist. So, too, will a
rhythm from the opening bars that shows its head in a dozen ways,
such as :—

The first change of idea is announced long ahead by the pianist.
It comes in the form of a lyrical tune over a long low D. The
orchestra immediately repeats this sotto voce with an odd effect of
rhythm. The bassoon and second violin enter with their D* before
the metre of the tune asks for it, and the ear is puzzled for a moment
to know where the strong beat is :—

Some new ideas are now worked out in arpeggios. Presently
there is a great to-do about something that is about to happen in
the key of C. At length, after a great flourish by the pianist, the
thing arrives. It is the original Rondo tune, which makes fun of all
this C major business by slipping into G, as usual. The Rondo
movement has now rotated once.

The second rotation takes longer. It wanders through keys
and developments. On the way we meet the lyrical tune, and its
quiet orchestral echo with the odd rhythm. Again comes the
tremendous preparation for an affair in C, with the same result as
before.

Then comes a third round, or, as you will, the Coda. It toys
whimsically with the lyrical tune, it is fertile with new fancies, and
it includes the cadenza, which is apt to be heavy luggage for a mere
coda.

INTERVAL
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Symphony in C, No. 9 - - Schubert
A brief history of the Symphony :—

1828, Spring Schubert composed it.
1828 The Musikverein of Vienna tried it over, but

found it too difficult to play in public.

1828, Nov. 19 Schubert died.
1838 Schumann discovered the manuscript in the

possession of Schubert's brother Ferdinand.
He sent a copy of it to Mendelssohn,
conductor of the Gewandhaus Concerts at

Leipzig.
1839, Mar. 21 The Symphony was performed at a Gewandhaus

Concert under Mendelssohn.

1839, April 4 Mendelssohn wrote to Moscheles that it was
'

bright, fascinating, and original throughout'
and that it stood quite at the head of
Schubert's instrumental works.

1839, April 23 Mendelssohn sent the parts to the Philhar¬
monic Society of London, too late for the
1839 season, and the Society laid it aside.

The Philharmonic Society rehearsed the Sym¬
phony under Mendelssohn. The players
laughed at the music of the last movement,
for which they have never been forgiven.
Mendelssohn withdrew the Symphony and
his ' Ruy Blas ' Overture.

The first, second and third movements were

performed at the Crystal Palace under
Manns. The Press was silent.

1856, April 12 The second, third and fourth movements were
performed at the Crystal Palace under
Manns. A critic wrote that ' the principal

1844

1856, April 5
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feature of the concert was the performance
of a lady flautist, Mdfle. Cléopatrie Tornborg,
who created a great sensation.'

It was at this performance that (Sir George)
Grove first conceived his enthusiasm for

Schubert's music which led to his researches
in Vienna and to his great discoveries of
neglected Schubert manuscripts.

1856-67 Until the Unfinished Symphony arrived, this
Symphony in C was the only one of
Schubert's nine that was known in England.

Were they such base fellows, those Philharmonic players of
1844 ? They had not our advantage. We sit at ease and listen to
the Symphony. They were at grips with their parts and knew
only what was passing under their eyes and under their fingers.
It would be well, before agreeing to condemn them, to take a glance
at the music from the player's point of view.

Examining the violin parts, we find whole passages that suggest
machinery rather than music. For instance, in the first movement
there are—

150 bars to this pattern :

In the Trio of the Scherzo, if the repeats are observed, the violin
plays 300 consecutive bars to this pattern :

:'Vi 'i, i
14
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TO

THE IMPERIAL LEAGUE OF OPERA
rounder - SIR THOMAS BEECHAM, Bart.

161, NEW BOND STREET,
LONDON, W.l

Sirs,
Please enrol me as a member of the Imperial League

«of Opera.
I enclose £1 being my subscription for two years in

advance, and I herein undertake to pay a further sum of
30/- by annual instalments of 10/- each, as and when
reauired.

OR

I enclose £2 10s. being my subscription in full for
the five years.

I pay the above subscription and enter into the above
undertaking on the following conditions.

(i). As a member of the League, I am to be entitled
to a rebate of 10% on the price of any subscription ticket I
may take up as a subscriber to any or all of the Seasons
.given under the direction of the League, as compared with
subscription prices offered to non-members of the League.

(ii). Should an amount equivalent to 2/3 of the total
sum necessary to guarantee the work of the League for
the full period of five years, be not provided, both my
enclosed subscription of £1, and my undertaking to
subscribe a further sum of 30/- are to be returned by you
to me.

Yours truly,

Please state whether Mr., Mrs. or Miss

Full Postal Address

Cheques should be made payable to " The Imperial Leaeuo of Opera."



The Imperial League of Opera
Founder - SIR THOMAS BEECHAM, B«rt.

Head Office—

161, NEW BOND STREET,
LONDON, W.I

LORD ISLINGTON

SIR VINCENT CAILLARD 'Phone: REGENT 1204-5-4 7
SIR ERIC HAMBRO

The Trustees of The Imperial League of Opera.

IT is the eventual aim of this organisation to build and endow an operahouse in London and to assist in the building and endowing of opera
houses in some of the leading provincial cities. But for such a large

enterprise public opinion is not fully ripe. As yet it remains unconverted
to a belief in the need for opera houses, nor is it wholly convinced that
the artistic resources of this country are equal to the task of creating
institutions which shall compare favourably with those that flourish in
Continental capitals.

It is waste of time to criticise the general public for this attitude of
mind. Owing to limited opportunity the bulk of the public has never
heard Opera.

But although of moderate dimensions, there does exist a select public
which patronises Opera in London and in the provinces, and there is no
actual insufficiency of first rate artists of British origin on the modern
operatic stage.

Many of these artists, however, are rarely heard in England. They
sing regularly in the United States, France, Italy, Germany, Austria and
indeed almost everywhere except on a stage in London, the heart of the
British Empire.

The plain reason why they are not here is that there is no home to
house them. Such a home has long been overdue and it is the immediate
purpose of the Imperial League of Opera to bring it into existence.

But it can hold its own with the great operatic establishments of the
world only on the condition that like them it shall not be self-supporting.

Abroad opera is subsidized, generally by the State.
It is admittedly inopportune to approach the Government. Moreover

Opera should be the concern of those who want it, and not of those who
do not want it.

Who are they who indicate unmistakably that they do want it ?
Clearly that substantial minority of amateurs which attends faithfully

the infrequent performances given in London and in the Provinces. After
careful investigation the business advisers of the League have estimated
that this minority numbers in London and the six leading provincial cities
alone, approximately 150,000 persons.

To found and maintain an organization of the front rank that shall
give seasons of five or six months opera in London and shorter seasons in
these six provincial cities would involve an annual expenditure of £50,000



per annum. To this figure let there be added the safety margin of afurther £10,000 and we have the total annual sum of £60,000 per annum.Thia is the amount which the organiser» of the League are now seeking toraise.

Divided among 150,000 persons £60,000 works out at less than 10s.
per head or about 2d. a week. The burden is not exacting.

Now a single year of trial would be useless. In such a short period of
time the new institution would scarcely be able to begin its work. The
first thing to do is to procure the return of many of those British artists
who are working and residing in other countries. Naturally they willrequire contracts which will give them the same guarantee of a permanency
as they can obtain elsewhere.

Nothing less than five years is worth considering in a scheme of this
sort.

Accordingly everyone who is interested in music generally and in Operaparticularly is invited to become a member of this League and to subscribe
10/- per annum for five years in the way set out in the enclosed letter to
the trustees.

In return for his (or her) subscription of 10s. per annum the subscriber
will have—

A. Opera Seasons where the best talent of the British Empire
will be gathered together under one roof, and where the productions
will be of an artistic unity impossible of achievement in an enterprise
run on profit-making lines.

B. A permanent orchestra chosen from the finest players inthe country which in addition to playing in the opera performances,will give regular Symphony Concerts and other Concerts of a popularkind under celebrated conductors.

C. Prior and reduced rates of subscription to the opera and
concert seasons as compared with the rates offered to the general
public.

D. Prices of admission to all parts of the theatres where the
seasons are given which, except for Festivals or special performances,
shall be similar to ordinary theatre prices.
Sir Thomas Beecham will be solely responsible for the productions

and for the selection of the artists. He will have the assistance of an
advisory board of experts including—
Sir Landon Ronald • Chairman of the Advisory Board and Musical

Adviser.
Frederic Austin, Esq. - Technical Adviser.
The Funds received from the subscribers will be held and administered

by three trustees—
Lord Islington, G.C.M.G., P.C.
Sir Vincent Caillard, D.L.
Sir Eric Hambro, K.B.E. (Chairman of Hambro's Bank Ltd.)

In no single year will the trustees authorize an expenditure of more
than 5/6ths of the available annual income.

The business affairs of the League and the organization of the opera
seasons will be in the hands of a committee of which

Lionel Powell, Esq., is the Manager and General Secretary,
Enquiries are to be addressed to—

The General Secretary of The Imperial League of Opera,.
161, New Bond Street, W-1



In the finale there are—

120 bars of

50 bars of

and about 120 bars of the familiar ' scrubbing-brush ' :—

So the wheels go round, while we enjoy the journey. The players
of 1844 could not know, as this evening's players know, that this was
the whirring and the breathing of a new creation. A little com¬
paring of notes between 1844 and 1928 might prove that the last
word has not been said on the subject.

Of all the great symphonies this is the least argumentative. It
does not ask you to follow a train of thought or to sympathise with
a display of feeling. Here music is simply enjoying itself and its
logic is that of a cross-country run, with now and then a change in
the swing of the cantering, and during the third movement a long
halt in Arcady. The Symphony is a musical tonic, and it is loved
for its invigorating winds and for its freedom from care.

There is such a thing as spontaneity in music. Beethoven
laboured to achieve it, and a thousand others have laboured for it
in vain. Schubert was one of the lucky ones with whom the two
spontaneities—the making and the hearing—were one. In this
Symphony, however, we have something more than this, a sense of
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the unpremeditated in the course which the music runs after it has
given itself birth. The movements have no time-table. They
happen to begin and in due course they happen to leave off.

I. Andante (the Introduction), leading to Allegro (the main
movement).

The very first tune shapes itself irresponsibly, as if it were
trying itself over :—

Two Horns

It wanders on while the various instruments try it over among
themselves, soft or loud ; it wanders into A flat and back to C ;
then the violins find themselves engaged in a bustling triplet
accompaniment ; so they work it up and decide to lead straight
into the Allegro.

Rather the Allegro suddenly finds that it has started, for there
is nothing that you could properly call a tune to signal the change :—

ñ Strings
—^ mAd -i44=

P M- J"J- 4> t
-1

mm — —

Nor is this, which soon follows, a symphonic proposition of
great moment :—

„ir Br ,i. M- air- pr Pisép ir gr
That is all we get for ' first subject.'

When the second subject is due, a touch of the reins—none of
your careful preparation-—gives us the new key (E minor), and the
wood-wind pipes the tune :—

3 s

mm
12 3
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The 1, 2, 3 is important. Notice the little chirp at the end. Mean¬
while the violins can be heard pegging away at one of the fragments
quoted above. This tuneful episode has a jolly ending in G :—

Íi3 i i frt=«i 1 2 3

which passes by and leaves the wood-wind chattering away to the
tune of 1, 2, 3, till the first violins pick it up, pizzicato :—

^ ^ ^ 1^ ''2 8

and go on repeating it like children who have just seen a joke.
Under cover of this the trombones come out with one of the best
epigrams * in the corpus of trombone music—

Somehow we have got into the dark key of C flat. The trom¬
bone motif first glides, then hastens, toward G ; the exposition of
the musical ideas is at an end, and the conductor has the option
of repeating it. If he does, there is little of the sense of harking
back that we get in argued music ; the onward gallop of the
rhythm is the only argument that this music knows, and that can
only go onward.

From the repeating-point the music continues without a change
of momentum. The strings are as voluble as ever with their
accompaniment of prattle. 'Cellos pick up a new burden :—

rt

* You may, if you are given that way, observe the ' connection '
between this tune and the opening tune of the symphony, ' derive ' one from
the other, and satisfaction from the process, which has the support of
accumulated authority.
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Other instruments take np the catch phrases and bandy them about
from key to key. The trombone epigram becomes :—

At its loudest it undergoes a sudden hush, like a change from the
hard high road to the springiest turf, and a quiet passage of subtle
thematic play—Schubert chances on the moment and the means for
it, and does it marvellously—brings an end to the ' development
section ' and, dropping in almost unobserved as before, the begin¬
ning of the Allegro music again, and all its tunes.

In this second exposition taste demands that the old ground
shall be covered in a new way. It is ; Schubert goes modulating and
finds that when his second subject is due he is in C minor :—

He blandly accepts the position and makes the tune itself modulate
to where it ought to be—in A minor. It is worth while to listen
all this latter part of the movement with a special ear for key,* and
to note how easily and effectively Schubert uses the machinery of
modulation ; how apt it is, for instance, that the trombone tune
should speak from the darkness of many flats (eight of them, key
D flat minor) and how grandly they restore the fight of C major.

When the movement has completed its formal course it suddenly
puts on a spurt, and throws away all notions but those of flight and,
even now, modulation. On the post Schubert bethinks himself of
first tune of the Symphony and displays it proudly.

II. Andante con moto.

This movement, like the others, obeys the rules of symphonic
design ; but never were the chains of discipline more loosely worn.
It is as if one who wandered about picking flowers found that his
footsteps had outlined some sort of pattern.

"

And afterwards to read, in the Schubert number of Music and Letters
Prof. Tovey's article : Tonality-
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The oboe tune promises to be regular in its habits

but it soon follows its own sweet will and endswith a canzonet in the
major. The strings suddenly laugh outright :—

and for the time being these melodies go on a ramble, exchanging
ideas on rhythm and agreeing that it should be clear but not formal.

Presently the key changes to F for a placid tune :—

* Su

with an after-phrase that seems to have strayed in from an un¬
written song :—

i¡*i
Still the wayward, mutable rhythm goes on, daintily regular in

its tread, daintily fickle in its impulses. Clarinet and oboe are
heard discussing a new tune, but nobody takes it up. Then
comes, tiptoe, the famous horn passage, where, says Schumann,
'

every other instrument seems to listen, as if aware that a heavenly
guest had glided into the orchestra.' The moment will be
recognised.

It brings back the oboe tune. To this the trumpet proposes a
new accompaniment :—

The other instruments take up the suggestion. For page after
page—the burst of laughing matter and all-—the music echoes with
the little summons ; and then resounds with it in seeming anger.
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From the sudden hush which follows the 'cellos speak in terms
of seeming remorse :—

and we come back to the placid tune, this time in A. Now the
violins have an idea ; this is how they accompany the wood-wind
tune :—

Semiquaver movement now becomes the chief preoccupation. As
the placid time proceeds the semiquaver figuration takes to pizzicato,
and we come to the tiptoe passage again. Remembering what a
success the horn had with it, the trombones pose this time as
'

heavenly guests that have glided into the orchestra.'
The oboe tune now comes back in conclusion ; still there are

new rhythmic fancies and unpremeditated thoughts. When the
end comes, it might have come two pages earlier, or later.

III. Scherzo.

For a piece of playfulness this is oddly thorough-going in its
attention to form. Like the Scherzi of Haydn and Mozart on which
Schubert was brought up, it is in three parts—

I.

Jocular music called
the Scherzo ' proper,'
or simply the Scherzo.

II.

Music of a quieter or
more subtle humour

called the ' Trio.'

III.

No. I again.

In their ' Scherzi proper ' composers were wont to adopt the
■simplest forms, if any. But Schubert's zeal, and his inability to
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cut a long story short, led him on and on until he had written a
whole Sonata-form movement, complete with first subject, second
subject (in the dominant), development, first subject, second subject
(in the tonic) and coda, before he could detach himself and get to
the Trio.

The first subject is :—

and the second is :—

«J a

^ 1* 3

;= £

with its delightful lag of the 'cello tune.

For observers of form the scheme set out above displays all the
points ; for others the music will suffice.

During the Trio :—

as we have already remarked, the violins are imprisoned in their
revolving rhythm and never escape. The double-basses, too, drag
a chain :—

but at odd moments they are allowed to cast it off.
Then the Scherzo proper returns, with all its apparatus, to give

us pleasures plenty from Schubert's generous heart.
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IV. Finale. Allegro vivace.
Five hundred bars of this movement were quoted above while

we were sampling the orchestral players' task. The headlong
flight that reduces them to bare articulation is the theme of the
movement, and our whole absorption. It allows no time for
pondering over symphonic niceties ; no luggage is allowed on this
journey.

The movement is off, like the allegro of the first movement,
without the formality of a tune, and when a melodic impulse is
added it is again ' not a symphonic proposition of great moment.'
But it is the very song of pace :—

When the first subject has been covered there is no connecting link
to the second but a pause for breath and four notes on the horn.

The second subject comes like a change into top gear and to a
level, equable speed :—

When this has been worked out, with several perorations, the
composer asks for a repetition from the beginning of the movement.

We leave the repeat mark, after the first or second playing,
to a new rhythmic drumming :—

■be^=44: 4— «*• jym & •

-1—?

while¡we hear the wood-wind joining in each other's songs.

Then the bass instruments seize on the second subject and make
huge play with :—

lJ—M—\J |J i
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As the music grows quiet this refrain holds the music on its course.
We move in crotchets instead of quavers, but there is no sense that
the swiftness has gone out of the music ; only the rattle of it is out
of hearing for a moment.

When it breaks out again

we may not realize for a moment that Schubert has brought us
round to his first subject again, in the minor, and in its ^relative
major (E flat) ; a most unconstitutional proceeding.

This is the moment at which to say ' the rest of the movement
will explain itself without further analysis.'

When musicians have, for the length of three movements,
questioned the greatness of the Symphony in C, this Finale has
given a clinching answer. It is one of the biggest feats in music—
the way in which Schubert put symphonic traditions to the rout-
It has been done only once. Symphonic traditions have had
their own back since Schubert died.
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Royal Albert Hall
Special Sunday Concerts

JUBILEE SERIES, 1928-1929
Sole Director ... LIONEL POWELL

DEC. 16, AT 3
Handel s "MESSIAH"

PHILHARMONIC CHOIR

ROYAL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA
Conductor—

Sir THOMAS BEECHAM
JAN. 6, 1929, AT 3
MAGDA FLARY

CHERNIAVSKY TRIO
JAN. 13, AT 3

LONDON SELECT CHOIR
MAAZEL

JAN. 20, AT 3
Announcement to be made later

IAN 27 AT a

JOHN McCQRMACK
FEB. 3, AT 3
KREISLER

2 LIONEL^POWELL, 161-2, New Bond Street, W.l



QUEENS HALL, Langham Place, W«
Sole Lessees ... Messrs. Chappeix & Co., Ltd.

THE

f

London symphony
Orchestra, ltd.

TWENTY-THIRD SERIES OF

Symphony Concerts
SIXTH CONCERT OF THE SERIES

Monday, January 21st, 1929, at 8 p.m.

Concerto Grosso in B flat, No. 7 (for strings) ... Handel

Symphony in C major Haydn
Concerto for Violin ... ... ... ... ... Tchaikowsky

CECILIA HANSEN

Symphony in D minor Cesar Franck

Conductor-JOHN BARBIROLLI

TICKETS: Reserved 12/-, 8/6 & 5/9 ; Unreserved 3/- & 2/4
(including Tax)

Can be obtained from Chappell's Box Office, Queen's Hall (open from 10 a.m.
to 6 p.m.) and 50, New Bond Street, W. ; L. G. Sharpe, Panton House, 25,
Haymarket, S.W.I ; the usual Agents and Libraries. Stamped and addressed
envelope with all enquiries, and of

LIONEL POWELL, 161, New Bond Street, W.l.
Telephone : Regent 1204, 6, 6 and 7.
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Programmes
(Subject to slight alteration).

SEVENTH CONCERT
FEBRUARY 11th at 8 p.m.

Overture, Oberon Weber
Symphonic Poem, " Ein Heldenleben " Strauss
Symphony in C minor, No. 1 Brahms

conductor-

HERMANN ABENDRQTH
EIGHTH CONCERT
MARCH 11th at 8 p.m.

Symphony in G major, No. 13 Haydn
Symphony in G minor Mozart
Symphony in A major, No. 7 Beethoven

conductor—

HERMANN ABENDRQTH
NINTH CONCERT
MARCH 25th at 8 p.m.

Symphony in E flat major, " Eroica "
Symphony in F major, No. 8
Overture, Leonora No. 3

conductor—

FELIX WEINGARTNER
TENTH CONCERT
APRIL 8th at 8 p.m.

Symphony in E flat major Mozar
Siegfried Idyll Wagner
Symphonie Fantastique Berlioz

conductor-

FELIX WEINGARTNER
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CHAS. STILES <£•? C°
ESTABLISHED SEVENTY-FIVE YEARS.

Offer their wide knowledge and experience in
the selection of Pianos to suit all requirements

AGENTS FOR

BECSSTEIN, BORD, CHAPPELL, GORS& KALLMANN,
ROGERS. SCHIEDMAYER. CHALLEN, ETC.

YOU ARE INVITED TO CALL AND TEST THE EXTENSIVE
RANGE OF BRITISH AND CONTINENTAL PIANOFORTES,
GRANDS AND UPRIGHTS BY WORLD FAMOUS MAKERS

Hours 9 a.m.—6.30 p.m. (Two minutes from Holborn Tube Station)
or Illustrated Catalogues sent on application.

74 & 76, Southampton Row, London
W.C.I

Telephone: MUSEUM 0439

New and Second-hand Pianos for Sale, Hire, or Hire-Purchase
Pianos taken in Exchange.

Tunings and Repairs. Estimates Free.



FORTHCOMING ENGAGEMENTS

of the

London Symphony Orchestra

SOUTHWARK CATHEDRAL SERVICES,
Feb. 9th and March 16th, at 3 p.m.

CROYDON PHILHARMONIC SOCIETY'S CONCERT
May 4th, at 8 p.m.

CHELSEA TOWN HALL,
December 12th, at 8 p.m.

BACH CHOIR CONCERT,

QUEEN'S HALL, Dec. 19th, at 8.15 p.m.

OXFORD SUBSCRIPTION CONCERT,
March 7th, at 2.30 p.m.

SALISBURY CATHEDRAL,
March 13th, at 2.30 p.m.

PHILHARMONIC CHOIR CONCERTS,

QUEEN'S HALL, March 26th and May 30th, at 8 p.m.
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THE

Royal Society of Musicians
OF GREAT BRITAIN

12, LISLE STREET, LEICESTER SQUARE, W.C.2.

Instituted 1738. Incorporated by Royal Charter, 1790.

Under the immediate patronage of

His Majesty the King
AND

her majesty the queen
For the Maintenance of Aged and Infirm Male and
Female Musicians, and Widows and Orphans of Musicians

UIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllHIIIIIIIIIIIilllllllWWI
rj*HE Society's SAMARITAN FUND for the
assistance of members of the Musical profession,
their widows and children not members of
the Society, is sadly in need of further
donations and annual subscriptions. The Court
are constantly compelled to refuse assistance
to cases of great distress because the funds
do not permit of help being given. The
present year is proving a very hard one for
the Musical profession.
iiwimfiiiiiHfiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiimiifiniitHiHmmHmiiimffiuwiiuiiiitwiHiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiKiiiiHiiHiiuK

DONATIONS, SUBSCRIPTIONS, and LEGACIES
are earnestly solicited, and may be paid to The Royal
Bank of Scotland, Ltd., Drummond's Branch, Charing

Cross, S.W. 1.

Hon Treasurer:—
w. h. BRERETON, Esq., 24, Nottingham Place, London, W.2.

Secretary :—
Mr. J. F. C. BENNETT, 52 & 53, Cheapside London, E.C.2.



THE

BACH CHOIR
Patron ... HIS MAJESTY THE KING

First Concert of Fifty-third Season
CHORAL AND

ORCHESTRAL

Wednesday, Dec. 19th, 1928, at 8.15
QUEEN'S HALL
Sole Lessees Chappell & Co., Ltd.

Overture ... DER FREISCHÜTZ
Choral Ballad The FIRE RIDER
Songs Sleep Song :

Summer Rain I
" Psalmus Hungaricus "
Cantata for Bass (No. 82) ICH HABE GENUG
Aria for Soprano ... HORT DÓCH
Magnificat in D

Soloists :

DOROTHY SILK PARRY JONES
CATHERINE STEWART KEITH FALKNER

LONDON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Conductor ... ADRIAN C. BOULT

The Second Concert
will take place

Saturday Afternoon, March 16th, 1929, at 3
in the

CENTRAL HALL, WESTMINSTER, S.W.

SCHUBERT'S MASS (No. 5) IN A FLAT
With Full Orchestral Accompaniment.

Conductor ... ADRIAN C. BOULT

TICKETS: 8/6, 5/9, 3/6; Unreserved 2/
To be obtained from usual Agents, Queen's Hall, and of Concert Direction
EDWIN M. BRIGGS, 158 New Bond Street, W.l

Postal Enquiries must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope- Telephone—MAYFAIR 0320

Weber
... Hugo Wolf
Ernest Walker

Kodály

\ Bach



GRANDS, UPRIGHTS AND REPRODUCING PLAYER PIANOS

STEINWAY 6? SONS - STEINWAY HALL, 1 6? 2 GEORGE STREET, CONDUIT STREET, W.l
^
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The Steinway Grand for the mansion; for the cottage the
Steinway Upright—thoroughbreds both Be it cottage, be
it mansion, musicianly pride well becomes the home where

GJie ~Piano is a
Gradual Payments

—

Tou can get any Steinway A I 7 H ^ TT IL ^1 % X A TT
Piano immediately by paying ^ I E a I I % \/ J /%
a small percentage of the B H 1 I \ J / \ ¥
purchase price now and the L j I B j 0 I m % H
balance in quarterly instaU W A^ 1 Y V A.-S-
ments. Write for details of T~7-r <"T _z » ri 1 T it

this convenient scheme. Uie Instrument oj the 1mmortals
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«WIGMORE HALL&
PIANO GALLERIESZa/

(DIRECTORS: W • BERRID GE &. C • R • CALLAJRD )

SOLE AGENTS
FORTHE "WORLD FAMOUS

Bòsendorfer
TIANOS

Established IÔ2Ô

^Appreciations from the ^World's GreatestPianists.
* *■ >- *■

HAROLD "BAUER . . . "To play on a Bôscndorfr is ajoy.It is an aristocratamorup pianos." . x . x . x . v

EUSONI..." The Piano was ideal and helpedme togive expression tor'' ttuj highest conceptions, and 1 foundsuch.joy in it, as die instrumentgaveme
fresh inspirationswhileplayingon.it." x . x • Of ■ X

DOHNANY1 . . . I have alwayspreferred BosendorferPianos to anyother instruments in the world, on accountoftheirsuperiorqualities uto
tone and touch." ir x . v . ?? • ox • x

GlRLOFF . . . Bàsendorfèrpianos respondmore readily than_>any odiats tngiving expression to die call ofones innermostfedirpf

pADEREWSlCY ..." The Vicuw was yuite wonderful " x
lypRlTZ ROSENTHAL . . Tfe Vkmo.sounded ravislurup"
«ARTHURRUBINSTEIN- . . . 'It is yuite impossible&r

Sy I Y meto say enough about the BoscndorfcrPiano, (brtodo itjustxce—0
y.< would exhaust every superlative iridic dictionary." x , x

I E'MIL SAUER
evenness
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subtle,permeatedwtiksofi far reachingsinging capaciti!, andat thesamec
tiniccfsuchcfrippirigpower, thatlam absolnteli]carried awaywiththc in-
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